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1. INTRODUCTION
 .The concept of derivatives associated to tangent cones for nonsmooth
w xand nonconvex multivalued mappings has been introduced by Aubin 1
w x w xand that of coderivatives by Mordukhovich 20 . We refer to Aubin 1 for
w xcalculus rules of contingent derivatives and to Thibault 30 for calculus
rules of Clarke tangent derivatives of multivalued mappings. The coderiva-
w xtive considered by Mordukhovich 20 is a nonconvex-valued mapping
which is related to the sequential limiting Frechet normal cone to theÂ
w xgraph of the multivalued mapping. His papers 20]22 established in the
finite dimensional setting several calculus rules for coderivatives of sum
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and composition of multivalued mappings. They also showed how this
notion can be applied in a quite natural way to nonlinear analysis,
optimization, and control problems. The proofs of calculus rules in these
papers by Mordukhovich are essentially based on an extremality principle
for local extremal points of a system of sets in a finite dimensional space.
 w x.He had introduced earlier see 20 this notion of local extremality of sets
in order to develop a rich calculus for the limiting Frechet subdifferentialsÂ
of extended real-valued functions defined on finite dimensional spaces.
w xRecently we have considered in 17 the approximate coderivatives in the
w xsense of Ioffe 9]11 for multivalued mappings between arbitrary Banach
w xspaces and Mordukhovich and Shao 25 have studied the limiting FrechetÂ
coderivatives of multivalued mappings between Asplund spaces. The ap-
w x  w x.proach used by Mordukhovich and Shao 25 is as in Mordukhovich 22
based on the extremality principle for extremal points of systems of sets
and on the notion of partial normal compactness for multivalued map-
w xpings. Our approach in 17 is completely different and is based on a
general chain rule for the composition of two multivalued mappings. The
proof of this general chain rule is established by the reduction of the
formula to the calculus rule of the approximate subdifferential of the sum
of two functions which are associated to the multivalued mappings in a
natural way via the distance functions to their graphs. We also showed in
w x17 that the assumptions made in this general chain rule are automatically
satisfied whenever the qualification condition requiring the compact epi-
Lipchitzness of the graph of one of the multivalued mappings is fulfilled.
This paper is aimed at showing that this general approach also works for
limiting Frechet coderivatives and allows us to produce new verifiableÂ
qualification conditions for the study of the calculus rules of coderivatives
of multivalued mappings. The method also produces the results in a
unified way for both approximate coderivatives and limiting FrechetÂ
 .coderivatives and even for a general class of coderivatives . The basic
notions that will be used are recalled in Section 1. Chain rules under
coderivative compactness or pseudo-Lipschitzness qualification conditions
are established in Section 2 by applying the general chain rule recalled in
Section 1. It is also shown that these chain rules recover the ones proved
w xby Mordukhovich and Shao 25 under the partial normal compactness
qualification assumption. Section 3 is devoted to the coderivative of a sum
of two multivalued mappings.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout the paper X, Y, and Z will be real Banach spaces. If M is a
multivalued mapping from X into the topological dual space X U , we will
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t s .  .denote by lim sup M x and lim sup M x the topological andx ª x x ª x
sequential limit superior with respect to the wU-topology of X U , that is, xU
 .is in this topological resp. sequential limit superior iff there exist a net
 U . U  .   U . Ux , x with x g M x resp. a sequence x , x with x gi i ig I i i n n ng N n
U ..  .M x converging to x, x with respect to the norm-topology in X andn
the wU-topology in X U.
 .Let F X be the class of all finite dimensional vector subspaces of X
 4and f : X ª R j q` be a lower semicontinuous function in a neighbor-
 .hood of x with f x - `. If f is Lipschitzian around x, the approximate
 w x.  .subdifferential see Ioffe 9, 10 ­ f x of f at x is defined byA
t y­ f x s lim sup ­ f x , .  .FA xqL
f .LgF X
xªx
 .  .  .where f u s f u if u g x q L and f u s q` otherwise andxqL xqL
­yf denotes the Dini subdifferential of f , that is, for w [ fxqL xqL xqL
­yw x .
U U U y1 :[ x g X : x , h F lim inf t w x q th y w x , ;h g X . .  . 5qtª0
The Frechet and the limiting Frechet subdifferentials of f at x areÂ Â
Ã  .  . respectively denoted by ­ f x and ­ f x and defined see, for exam-F r e F r e
w x w x.ple, Kruger and Mordukhovich 18 and Mordukhovich and Shao 24 by
y1U U UÃ 5 5  :­ f x [ x g X : lim inf h f x q h y f x y x , h G 0 .  .  . . 5F r e
hª0
and




  ..   ..where x ª x means x, f x ª x, f x .
 .Let F be a multivalued mapping from X into Y with y g F x . Its
U .  .approximate coderivative resp. its limiting Frechet coderivative D F x, yÂ A
U U U  ..  .resp. D F x, y at x, y is the multivalued mapping from Y into XF r e
defined by
U U U Ux g D F x , y y m x , yy g R ­ d ?, Gr F x , y .  .  . .  .A q A
and
U U U U Ux g D F x , y y m x , yy g R ­ d ?, Gr F x , y . .  .  . .  .F r e q F r e
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Here Gr F is the graph of F, that is,
Gr F s x , y g X = Y : y g F x , 4 .  .
 .and d ?, Gr F denotes the distance function to Gr F.
 .  w x.When Gr F is closed near x, y , one has see Thibault 31
R ­ d ?, Gr F x , y s R ­ d y , F x s N Gr F ; x , y , 1 .  .  . .  .  .q F r e q F r e F r e
 .where N S, ? denotes the limiting Frechet normal cone to a subsetÂF r e
 .  . .  .S ; X, that is, N S, x s ­ c S, ? x with c S, x s 0 if x g S andF r e F r e
 .c S, x s q` otherwise. So in this case, one has
U U U U Ux g D F x , y y m x , yy g N Gr F ; x , y . .  . .  .F r e F r e
w xIn our paper 17 we proved the following general chain rule below for
coderivatives of multivalued mappings. In fact, the proof has been given
for approximate coderivatives. However, according to calculus rules in
w xMordukhovich and Shao 24 for limiting Frechet subdifferentials of func-Â
 w xtions defined on Asplund spaces see, for example, 27 for the definition
. and properties of such spaces , it is easily seen that the proof still holds it
.is even easier in this case for the limiting Frechet coderivatives providedÂ
the spaces are Asplund. Before recalling this general chain rule, let us
note that for G: X i Y and F: Y i Z we will denote by F (G the
multivalued mapping from X into Z defined by
F (G x s F y . .  .  .D
 .ygG x
w xTHEOREM 1 17 . Let G: X i Y and F: Y i Z be two multi¨ alued
 .mappings with z g F (G x . Suppose that the following assumptions are
fulfilled
y1 .  .  .i for each y g G x l F z there are a ) 0 and r ) 0 such that
d x , y , z ; Gr G = Z l X = Gr F F a d x , y ; Gr G q d y , z ; Gr F .  .  .
 .  . for all x, y, z g x, y, z q rB where B denotes the closed unitX=Y=Z
.ball ;
 .  .ii for any net resp. sequence if X, Y, and Z are Asplund spaces
 ..  .  . x , z of Gr F (G con¨erging to x, z there exist subnets resp. subse-n n
.  .  .  . y1 .quences x , z and y such that y g G x l F zsm. sm. sm. sm. sm. sm.
y1 .  .  .and y con¨erges to some y g G x l F z .sm.
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Let DU denote the approximate coderi¨ ati¨ e if the spaces X, Y, and Z are
arbitrary Banach spaces or the limiting Frechet coderi¨ ati¨ e if X, Y, and Z areÂ
Asplund spaces. Then for all zU g ZU
U U U U UD F (G x , z z ; D G x , y ( D F y , z z . .  .  .  . .  .D
y1 .  .ygG x lF z
 . w xRemark 1. Assumption ii in Theorem 3.1 in our paper 17 has been
stated in terms of nets. If X, Y, and Z are Asplund spaces it is easily seen
w xaccording to the proof in 17 that sequences can be used in place of nets.
w x  .In our paper 17 we also proved that the assumption i holds whenever
y1 .  .  .  .1 for each y g G x l F z , Gr F or Gr G is compactly epi-
 .   ..Lipschitzian at y, z resp. x, y and
y1 .  .  .2 for each y g G x l F z
U U U U Uy g D F y , z 0 and 0 g D G x , y y « y s 0. .  . .  .
 w x.Recall see Borwein and Strojwas 4 that a subset S ; X is said to be
compactly epi-Lipschitzian at x g S if there exist a real number g ) 0 and
x wa norm-compact set H ; X such that for all t g 0, g
S l x q g B q tg B ; S y tH . .X X
In the next section we will give more general examples of multivalued
 .mappings fulfilling assumption i in Theorem 1.
3. CHAIN RULES FOR CODERIVATIVELY COMPACT
OR PSEUDO-LIPSCHITZ MULTIVALUED MAPPINGS
In this section we are going to consider calculus rules for coderivatives
of some general class of multivalued mappings. Consider any subdifferen-
 .tial ­ and recall that a multivalued mapping F: X i Y is partially
 . ­-coderi¨ ati¨ ely compact at x, y g Gr F with respect to the subdifferen-
.  ..  .tial ­ if for every net x , y in Gr F converging to x, y and every neti i
 U U ..  U U .  . . 5 U 5x , y satisfying x , y g R ­ d ?; Gr F x , y , x ª 0, andi i i i q i i i
wUU U5 5y ª 0, one has y ª 0.i i
If the above property holds for sequences instead of nets, we say that F
 .  . is sequentially partially ­-coderi¨ ati¨ ely compact at x, y with respect to
.the subdifferential ­ .
w x w xWe refer the reader to Ioffe 11 , Jourani and Thibault 16 , Mor-
w x w xdukhovich and Shao 25 , and Penot 28 for the use of such properties and
several consequences.
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The following theorem establishes sufficient conditions ensuring the
 .metric inequality in i of Theorem 1. We give a unified and simple proof
Ãfor both ­ -coderivatively and ­-coderivatively compact multivalued map-A
pings.
THEOREM 2. Let DU denote the approximate coderi¨ ati¨ e if the spaces X,
Y, and Z are arbitrary Banach spaces resp. the limiting Frechet coderi¨ ati¨ e ifÂ
.X, Y, and Z are Asplund spaces . Let G: X i Y and F: Y i Z be two
y1 .  .multi¨ alued mappings with closed graphs and let y g G x l F z . As-
sume that
U U U U Uy g D F y , z 0 and 0 g D G x , y y « y s 0 .  . .  .
Ã .and that G is ­ -coderi¨ ati¨ ely resp. sequentially ­ coderi¨ ati¨ ely com-A F r e
y1 Ã . pact at x, y or F is ­ -coderi¨ ati¨ ely resp. sequentially ­ -coderi¨ a-A F r e
.  .  .ti¨ ely compact at z, y . Then there exists a ) 0 such that for all x, y, z
 .near x, y, z
d x , y , z ; Gr G = Z l X = Gr F F a d x , y ; Gr G q d y , z ; Gr F . .  .  .
 .Proof. Suppose for example that the coderivative compactness holds
for the multivalued mapping G. Put C [ Gr G = Z, D [ X = Gr F and
consider the multivalued mapping M from X = Y = Z into itself defined
by
M x , y , z s x , y , z y D if x , y , z g C .  .  .
and
M x , y , z s B otherwise. .
 w x.It is enough to prove see Jourani and Thibault 13 that M is metrically
 .  .regular at a, 0 , where a [ x, y, z . Following the proof of Theorem 2.4
X qw xin Jourani and Thibault 13 , for some g ) 0, s ª 0 , a ª a, b ª 0,n n n
 .and c ª 0 with c / b and a , c g Gr M, the functionn n n n n
X5 5a, b ª b y b q g d a q b , D q d a; C .  .  .n
5 5 5 5q s a y a q b y c 2 . .n n n
and hence also the function
5 5 Xa, b ª b y b q g d a q b; D .  .n
5 5 5 5q c a; C q s a y a q b y c 3 .  . .n n n
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 .  1 2 3.attains a local minimum at a , c . Note that for a s a , a , an n
c a; C s c a1 , a2 ; Gr G and .  .
d a q b; D s d a2 q b2 , a3 q b3 ; Gr F . 4 .  .  .
Ã Ã  .Denote ­ [ ­ , ­ [ ­ and h [ c ?; C if X, Y, and Z are As-F r e F r e
Ã  .plund Banach spaces and ­ s ­ s ­ and h [ d ?; C if X, Y, and Z areA
 .arbitrary Banach spaces. Then relations 2 and calculus rules for approxi-
 w x.mate subdifferentials see Ioffe 9 or fuzzy calculus rules for FrechetÂ
 w x. subdifferential see Fabian 7 ensure for some g ) 0 not depending on
. qn and some t ª 0n
0, 0 g 0, l q d , d q j , 0 q s q t B = B, 5 .  .  .  .  .  .n n n n n n
X X Y X XÃ Ã5 5  .  . 5 5with l s 1, j g g­ d a q b ; D , j g ­ h a ; C , j F g , a ª a, bn n n n n n n n n
Y Y  .ª 0 and a ª a with a g C. We have by 4n n
d s 0, d 2 , d 3 and j s j 1 , j 2 , 0 .  .n n n n n n
 .and by 5
5 5 5 5l q d F s q t and d q j F s q tn n n n n n n n
and hence
5 1 5 5 3 5 5 2 2 5 5 5j ª 0, d ª 0, d q j ª 0, and d ª 1.n n n n n
So for some subnets or some subsequences in the case of Asplund spaces
recall that the closed balls of dual spaces of Asplund spaces are weak-star
w x.sequentially compact, see Phelps 27 it is not very difficult to see that one
gets
wU 2  4d ª 0, d , 0 g g­ d a; D s 0 = g­ y , z ; Gr F , .  .  .n
wU 2  4j ª 0, j , 0 g g­ d a; C s g­ d x , y ; Gr G = 0 .  . .n
and d 2 s yj 2. The coderivative compactness assumption ensures j 2 / 0
5 2 5 U 2 2since j ª 1. Setting y [ j s yd / 0 we obtainn
U Uy , 0 g g­ d x , y ; Gr F and 0, yy g g­ d y , z ; Gr G .  . .  .
which is in contradiction with the assumptions. So the proof is complete.
As a direct consequence of Theorems 1 and 2 we get the following
result.
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COROLLARY 1. Let DU be as in Theorem 2 and G: X i Y and F:
Y i Z be two multi¨ alued mappings with closed graphs. Suppose, in addition
 .to ii in Theorem 1, that the following assumptions are fulfilled for any
y1 .  .y g G x l F z :
X y1 Ã .  . i G or F is ­ -coderi¨ ati¨ ely resp. sequentially ­ -coderi¨ a-A F r e
.  .   ..ti¨ ely compact at x, y resp. z, y
X U U U U U . w  . .  . .xii y g D F y, z 0 and 0 g D G x, y y « y s 0.
Then for all zU g ZU
U U U U UD F (G x , z z ; D G x , y ( D F y , z z . .  .  .  . .  .D
y1 .  .ygG x lF z
The result in the corollary above has been established for Asplund
spaces and limiting Frechet coderivatives by Mordukhowich and Shao, by aÂ
completely different method using extremality of sets, in the revised
w xversion of 25 under a sequential normal compactness assumption on G,
w xand later in 26 as above for the limiting Frechet coderivatives. Here theÂ
same proof holds for the approximate coderivative in general Banach
spaces and the limiting Frechet coderivative when the spaces are Asplund.Â
At this stage we may already consider the case F is a single-valued
continuously differentiable mapping. A more general context will be treated
w xin Theorem 3. See also 25 for other more general results for the limiting
Frechet coderivative.Â
COROLLARY 2. Let DU be as in Theorem 2, G: X i Y be a multi¨ alued
 .mapping with closed graph, and f : Y ª Z be a single-¨ alued mapping which
1 y1 .  .is of class C on a neighborhood of G x l f z . Suppose that the
 . U Uassumption ii in Theorem 1 is fulfilled. Then one has for all z g Z
XU U U UD f (G x , z z ; D G x , y z ( f y . .  .  .  . .  .D
y1 .  .ygG x lf z
y1 .  . Proof. For any y in a suitable neighborhood of G x l f z z is
.assumed to be in the range of f one has
XU U U U Uy1z g D f z , y y m y s z ( f y . .  .  .
Using the convention with ­ in the proof of Theorem 2 it follows from the
y1 .  .equivalence above that, for any y g G x l f z , the multivalued map-
y1  .ping f is ­-coderivatively compact at z, y . Moreover for any such y
one has
UXUD f y , z 0 s f y 0 s 0. .  .  . .  .
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 X.  X.So assumption i and ii in Corollary 1 are satisfied, and hence the
result is a direct consequence of this corollary.
In view of the next corollary recall that F: X i Y is partially compactly
 .  w x.epi-Lipschitzian at x, y g Gr F see Jourani and Thibault 14 provided
there exist r ) 0 and two norm-compact sets H ; X and K ; Y such that
x wfor all t g 0, r .
 4Gr F l x , y q rB q t 0 = B ; Gr F y t H = K . . .  . .X= Y Y
 w xNote that 14 was the first paper dealing with a kind of partial
.compactness notion in metric regularity and optimality conditions.
It is a slight adaptation of the notion of compactly epi-Lipschitzian sets
by Borwein and Strojwas to the case of multivalued mappings. We consid-
w xered this adaptation after our paper 15 showing for the first time how the
compactly epi-Lipschitzness concept allows us to extend several subdiffer-
ential calculus rules for sets and functions. The importance of this notion
w xof partial coderivative compactness is made clear in our papers 14]16 .
Note also that its definition does not require the knowledge of any normal
cone at points in a neighborhood of x.
w xIn our papers 14, 16 we proved that F is ­ -coderivatively compact atA
 .x, y whenever F is compactly or partially compactly epi-Lipschitzian at
 .x, y . So we have the following third corollary.
COROLLARY 3. Let DU be as in Theorem 2 and G: X i Y and F:
Y i Z be two multi¨ alued mappings with closed graphs. Suppose in addition
 .to ii in Theorem 1, that the following assumptions are fulfilled for any
y1 .  .y g G x l F z :
X y1 .  .  . i G or F is partially compactly epi-Lipschitzian at x, y resp.
 ..z, y
X U U U U U . w  . .  . .xii y g D F y, z 0 and 0 g D G x, y y « y s 0.
Then for all zU g ZU
U U U U UD F (G x , z z ; D G x , y ( D F y , z z . .  .  .  . .  .D
y1 .  .ygG x lF z
 w x.Before stating the next corollary, recall see Aubin 2 that a multival-
 .ued mapping M: Y i Z is pseudo-Lipschitzian around y, z g Gr M if
Xthere exists r ) 0 and g ) 0 such that all y, y g y q 2 rBX
X X5 5z q rB l M y ; M y q g y y y B . 6 .  .  . .Z Z
We are going to consider two important properties of such multivalued
mappings.
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 . qSuppose M satisfies 6 and Z is finite dimensional. Fix t ª 0 ,n
 .  .  . .L g F X , and x, z g Gr M l y, z q rB = B . For each h g B lY Z Y
 .  .L we may choose, by 6 , k g B satisfying z q g t k g M y q t h .n Z n n n
 .Obviously we may suppose extracting a subsequence if necessary that
 .  U U .k converges to some k g B . Then we have for each y , yz gn Z
y  .  .­ d ?; Gr M y, z y, z .qL=Z
U U y1 :  :y , h y g z , k F lim inf t d y q t h , z q t g k ; Gr M s 0 .n n n n
n
and hence
 U :  U : 5 U 5y , h F g z , k F g z .
U U U . .So we get for all y g D M x, y zA
5 U 5 5 U 5y F g z . 7 .
U  .  .Note that 7 still holds under the assumptions above for D M y, zF r e
.since it is always contained in the approximate coderivative.
A more general similar result holds for the Frechet coderivatives.Â
 .Indeed suppose X and Z are arbitrary Banach spaces and M satisfies 6 .
Fix
y , z g Gr M l y , z q rB = B and .  . .Y Z
U U Ãy , yz g ­ c y , z ; Gr F . .  .F r e
x wFor any real number « ) 0 we may choose p g 0, r such that
 U X :  U X : 5 X 5 5 X Y 5y , y y y y z , z y z F « y y y q z y z 8 . .
 X X.  . .for all y , z g Gr M l y, z q pB = B . Fix any b g B and forY Z Y
X  . X  X. 5 X 5 5y [ y q pb choose by 6 some z g M y satisfying z y z F g y y
X 5  .y F g p. It follows from 8 that
 U : 5 U 5y , b F g z q «g
and hence
5 U 5 5 U 5y F g z . 9 .
This last inequality could also be deduced from results in Mordukhovich
w xand Shao 23 . For the convenience of the reader we gave the simple
.arguments above. Many other important properties of pseudo-Lipschitzian
w xmultivalued mappings can be found in Aubin and Frankowska 3 and
w xRockafellar 29 .
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COROLLARY 4. Let DU be as in Theorem 2 and G: X i Y and F:
Y i Z be two multi¨ alued mappings with closed graphs. Suppose in addition
 . y1to ii in Theorem 1, that dim X - ` and that the multi¨ alued mapping G
y1 .  .  .is pseudo-Lipschitzian around y, z for each y g G x l F z . Then for
all zU g ZU
U U U U UD F (G x , y z ; D G x , y ( D F y , z z . .  .  . .  .  .D
y1 .  .ygG x lF z
y1 .  .  .Proof. For any y g G x l F z , relation 7 ensures that the multi-
 .valued mapping G is ­ -coderivatively compact at x, y andA
U y1 .  .  4D G x, y 0 s 0 . So the corollary follows from Theorem 2.
y1 .  .The corollary above supposes that for all y g G x l F z the
pseudo-Lipschitzness assumption is fulfilled by Gy1. In the next result we
are going to prove that, when this pseudo-Lipschitzness assumption is
satisfied by F or Gy1, it is not necessary to require the finite dimensional
condition in Corollary 4. The arguments follow the proof of Proposition
w x2.6 in El Abdouni and Thibault 6 . Note that the result for the limiting
Frechet coderivatives over Asplund spaces has been proved in another wayÂ
w xby Mordukhovich and Shao 26 .
THEOREM 3. Let DU be as in Theorem 2 and G: X i Y and F: Y i Z
 .be two multi¨ alued mappings with closed graphs. Suppose in addition to ii in
y1 .  . Theorem 1 that F resp. G is pseudo-Lipschitzian around y, z resp.
U Uy1 ..  .  .y, x for any y g G x l F z . Then for all z g Z
U U U U UD F (G x , z z ; D G x , y ( D F y , z z . .  .  .  . .  .D
y1 .  .ygG x lF z
 .Proof. We are going to prove that assumption i in Theorem 1 is
 y1 .satisfied in case F is pseudo-Lipschitzian the case of G is similar . Fix
y1 .  .y g G x l F z , put
S [ Gr G = Z l X = Gr F , .  .
 .  .and consider any x, y, z g X = Y = Z with y g G x . Then
5 X 5 Xd x , y , z ; S F inf z y z : z g F y 4 .  .
s d z , F y . . .
 . w xAs F is pseudo-Lipschitzian around y, z , Proposition 1.2 in Thibault 29
5 5ensures that there are some g G 0 and s ) 0 such that for y y y F s
5 5and z y z F s
d z , F y F g d y , z ; Gr F . .  . .
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x wIf we choose r g 0, sr3 and we put
T [ x , y , z q 3rB l Gr G = Z . . .X=Y=Z
 .we get for all x, y, z g T
d x , y , z ; S F g d y , z ; Gr F .  .
w xand hence by Proposition 2.4.3 in Clarke 5 we have for a [ 1 q g and
 .  .all x, y, z g x, y, z q 3rBX=Y=Z
d x , y , z ; S F g d y , z ; Gr F q 1 q g d x , y , z ; T .  .  .  .
F a d y , z ; Gr F q d x , y , z , T . .  .
 .  .Moreover for all x, y, z g x, y, z q rB one hasX= Y=Z
d x , y , z ; T s d x , y ; Gr G .  .
and hence
d x , y , z ; S F a d x , y ; Gr G q d y , z ; Gr F . .  .  .
So we may apply Theorem 1 and the proof is complete.
The following corollary has been proved by Mordukhowich and Shao
w x25 by a completely different method for the limiting Frechet coderivative.Â
Here it appears that Theorem 1 allows us to obtain such kinds of results
for the limiting Frechet coderivative as well as for the approximateÂ
coderivative.
COROLLARY 5. Let DU be as in Theorem 2, F: Y i Z be a multi¨ alued
 .mapping with closed graph, and g : X ª Y be a single-¨ alued mapping
  . .which is continuous near x. Suppose that F is pseudo-Lipschitz at g x , z
U U  ..where z g F g x . Then for all z g Z
U U U U UD F ( g x , z z ; D g x , g x ( D F g x , z z . .  .  .  .  .  . .  .
Proof. The continuity of g obviously ensures that its graph is closed
 .near x and that the assumption ii in Theorem 1 is satisfied. So the
corollary is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.
Remark 2. It would be enough to assume that g is continuous at x and
  ..its graph is closed near x, g x .
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4. SUM RULES
In this section we consider two multivalued mappings F and F from X1 2
 . .   .  .4into Y and F q F x [ y q y : y g F x , y g F x .1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2
We keep the convention in Theorem 2 about the notation DU and we
use the same convention to denote ­ or ­ by ­ .A F r e
LEMMA 1. Let F , F : X i Y be two multi¨ alued mappings with closed1 2
graphs and let F: X = Y i Y and G: X i X = Y be defined by
 4F x , y [ y q F x and G x s x = F x . .  .  .  .1 2
Then
 .  X X X. X  X .1 there exists some l ) 0 such that for any x , y , z with y g F x2
X X  X.and z y y g F x1
xU , yU , zU g ­ d xX , yX , zX ; Gr F .  .
«
X X XU U U Uy s yz and x , z g l­ d x , z y y ; Gr F .  .1
and
xU , uU , zU g ­ d xX , xX , zX y yX ; Gr G « xU q uU , zU .  .  .
g l­ d xX , yX ; Gr F ; .2
y1 .  .  . 2 for y g F x and z y y g F x , F is ­ -coderi¨ ati¨ ely resp.2 1 A
Ã .  .sequentially ­ -coderi¨ ati¨ ely compact at x, y, z whene¨er F is ­ -F r e 1 A
Ã .  .coderi¨ ati¨ ely resp. sequentially ­ -coderi¨ ati¨ ely compact at x, z y yF r e
Ã .and G is ­ -coderi¨ ati¨ ely resp. sequentially ­ -coderi¨ ati¨ ely compact atA F r e
Ã . x, x, z y y whene¨er F is ­ -coderi¨ ati¨ ely resp. sequentially ­ -coderi-2 A F r e
.  .¨ati¨ ely , compact at x, y .
 .Proof. 1 This assertion is proved in Lemma 3.5 in Jourani and
w xThibault 17 for the approximate subdifferential. A similar proof holds for
the limiting Frechet subdifferential provided the spaces are Asplund.Â
 .  .2 This assertion is a direct consequence of the assertion 1 for the
approximate subdifferential ­ .A
ÃIn the case of the Frechet subdifferential ­ , it is enough to use fuzzyÂ F r e
calculus for the Frechet subdifferential of functions to get analogousÂ
 .estimates as in assertion 1 but with respect to the Frechet subdifferential.Â
THEOREM 4. Let F and F : X i Y be two multi¨ alued mappings with1 2
 .  .closed graphs and let z g F x q F x . Suppose that the following assump-1 2
 .   ..tions are fulfilled for each y g F x l z y F x .2 1
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X Ã .  . i F or F is ­ -coderi¨ ati¨ ely resp. sequentially ­ -coderi¨ a-1 2 A F r e
.  .   ..ti¨ ely compact at x, z y y resp. x, y
 X.  .ii for any net resp. sequence if X and Y are Asplund spaces
 ..  .  .x , z of Gr F q F con¨erging to x, z there exist con¨ergent subnetsn n 1 2
 .  .  .resp. subsequences ¨ and w such thatsm. sm.
z s ¨ q w , ¨ g F x and w g F x ; .  .sm. sm. sm. sm. 1 sm. sm. 2 sm.
X U U .  . .   . ..  4iii D F x, z y y 0 l yD F x, y 0 s 0 .1 2
 .   .  .4Then for A x, z [ y g F x : z y y g F x one has2 1
U UD F q F x , z y .  .  .1 2
U U U U; D F x , z y y y q D F x , y y . .  .  . .D 1 2
 .ygA x , z
Proof. It is easily seen that all the assumptions in Corollary 1 are
satisfied with F and G defined as in Lemma 1 and that F q F s F (G.1 2
U U U U U . . .  . .Let x g D F q F x, z y s D F (G x, z y . According to1 2
U Uy1 .  .  .  .Corollary 1 there exists u, y g G x l F z and u , ¨ g
U U U U U U . .  . .D F x, y, z y such that x g D G x, u, y u , ¨ . Applying Lemma 1
U U U U U U U . .we easily get ¨ s y and x y u g D F x, z y y y and u g2
U U . .D F x, y y . Moreover according to the definition of G and F one has1
 .  .  .u s x, y g F x and z y y g F u . Therefore y g A x, z and the proof2 1
is complete.
The result in Theorem 4 was also obtained for the limiting FrechetÂ
w xcoderivative over Asplund spaces by Mordukhovich and Shao 25 by a
completely different method that does not work for the approximate
coderivative.
We will close the paper with the study of pseudo-Lipschitzian multival-
ued mappings. The case both F and F are pseudo-Lipschitzian has been1 2
w xestablished by Mordukhowich and Shao 25 for the limiting FrechetÂ
coderivative. Our result below assumes the pseudo-Lipschitzness for only
w xone of both multivalued mappings. See also 26 for the limiting FrechetÂ
coderivatives with the assumptions below.
THEOREM 5. Let F and F : X i Y be two multi¨ alued mappings with1 2
X .  .  .closed graph and let z g F x q F x . Suppose in addition to ii in1 2
 .   ..Theorem 4 that for each y g F x l z y F x the multi¨ alued mapping2 1
 .F is pseudo-Lipschitzian around x, z y y . Then the conclusion of Theorem1
4 holds.
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Proof. Consider the notation of Lemma 1. It is obvious that, for each
 .   ..y g F x l z y F x the multivalued mapping F is pseudo-Lipschitzian2 1
 .around x, y, z . So we may apply Theorem 3 to finish the proof as in the
one of Theorem 4.
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